Adaptive wavelet transform suppresses background and noise for quantitative analysis by Raman spectrometry.
Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) provides a well-established means for spectral denoising and baseline elimination to enhance resolution and improve the performance of calibration and classification models. However, the limitation of a fixed filter bank can prevent the optimal application of conventional DWT for the multiresolution analysis of spectra of arbitrarily varying noise and background. This paper presents a novel methodology based on an improved, second-generation adaptive wavelet transform (AWT) algorithm. This AWT methodology uses a spectrally adapted lifting scheme to generate an infinite basis of wavelet filters from a single conventional wavelet, and then finds the optimal one. Such pretreatment combined with a multivariate calibration approach such as partial least squares can greatly enhance the utility of Raman spectroscopy for quantitative analysis. The present work demonstrates this methodology using two dispersive Raman spectral data sets, incorporating lactic acid and melamine in pure water and in milk solutions. The results indicate that AWT can separate spectral background and noise from signals of interest more efficiently than conventional DWT, thus improving the effectiveness of Raman spectroscopy for quantitative analysis and classification.